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could accumulate your
near contacts listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As
understood, realization does not recommend that you have wonderful points.
Comprehending as capably as treaty even more than new will present each success.
bordering to, the publication as skillfully as acuteness of this Harley Davidson Cell
Phone Wallpaper can be taken as capably as picked to act.

Angela's Truth Jan 18 2021 Ever since she was a little girl, Angela Michaels, dreamed of
her perfect wedding day. Now, as her marriage to philanthropist, Philip Evans,
approaches to the one thing she wants more than anything is to have her father walk
her down the aisle; whoever he is. Angela hires rough and warn ex-police detective
turned private investigator, Richard Johnson, to track her father down, but when Philip
is found murdered, Angela becomes the prime suspect. With the help of veteran police
detective, Sam Davidson, Richard works to find the identity of the real killer before it is
too late. As doors once locked shut begin to open, the past rushes forward bringing
love, lust, jealousy, betrayal, and murder. The race is on to catch the real killer before
everyone Angela knows and loves are killed.
5 YEARS AFTER 2.5 Smoke and Mirrors
Sep 13 2020 The 5 Years After series continues
with its unforgettable imagery, smart storyline and moments that scare the hell out of
you. - Newly promoted Captain Maggie Hunter commands her first combat mission in
Canada. -Believing that Maggie is dead. Brett journeys through the American Northwest
as a first hand witness to the end of all things. - Molly follows General Beuragard's
invasion force into Kentucky where she comes face to face with proof of how close the
country is to collapse. -The Deacon explores abandoned New York City infested with
dead. Are there survivors? The answer is both intriguing and disturbing. A well thought
out storyline with imagery that is as startling as it is descriptive. 5 Years After does a
great job of presenting a future of darkness, contrasted with sprinkles of hope and
humanity. - ATZ.com ...Rich characters.......an incredible and believable landscape ....

Run the Storm Jul 24 2021 In the bestselling tradition of The Perfect Storm and The
Finest Hours, “an exquisitely written and dramatic book…a literary page-turner” (Doug
Stanton, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Horse Soldiers)—the 2015 mysterious
disappearance of the SS El Faro, a gigantic American cargo ship that sank in the
Bermuda Triangle, taking with it thirty-three lives. On October 1, 2015, the SS El Faro, a
massive American cargo ship disappeared in Hurricane Joaquin, a category 4 storm.
The ship, its hundreds of shipping containers, and its entire crew plummeted to the
bottom of the ocean, three miles down. It was the greatest seagoing US merchant
marine shipping disaster since World War II. The massive ship had a seasoned crew,
state-of-the-art navigation equipment, and advance warning of the storm. It seemed
incomprehensible that such a ship could sink so suddenly. How, in this day and age,
could something like this happen? Relying on Coast Guard inquest hearings, as well as
on numerous interviews, George Michelsen Foy brings us “the most insightful
exploration of this unthinkable disaster” (Outside), a story that lasts only a few days,
but which grows almost intolerably suspenseful as deep-rooted flaws leading to the
disaster inexorably link together and worsen. We see captain, engineers, and crew fight
for their lives, and hear their actual words (as recorded on the ship’s black box) while
the hurricane relentlessly tightens its noose around the ship. We watch, minute by
minute, all that is happening on board—the ship’s mysterious tilt to one side, worried
calls to the engine room, ship-to-shore reports, the courage of the men and women as
they fight to survive, and the berserk ocean’s savage consumption of the massive hull.
And through it all, the pain and ultimate resilience of the families of El Faro’s crew. Now
with a new afterword, this “tour de force of nautical expertise” (Ocean Navigator) is a
masterwork of stunning power.
Prophecy of Thol Aug 05 2022 Prophecy of Thol is book 1 of the Thol series, and a
Readers' Favorite and earned the silver seal 2018-8-18. Recurring nightmares haunted
D’laine Jackson when she woke from an eight-month coma following a tragic accident.
Four images were branded in her head: a dark-haired, handsome princely young man, a
fierce reptilian monster, a white furry creature whose red eyes implored her with some
unspoken message, and an ominous black robot. Now, five years later, D’laine was
getting ready to go off to college. During one last shopping trip with her father and
brothers for dorm supplies, a blanket of fog rolled out of the sky at Katy Mills Mall in
Katy, TX, just west of Houston, in broad daylight in plain sight of dozens of witnesses.
When the fog pulled back D’laine was gone. When she woke, her nightmare turned into
reality.
The phone book Dec 05 2019
Science Fiction Television Series, 1990–2004
Dec 29 2021 This is a detailed
examination of 58 science fiction television series produced between 1990 and 2004,
from the popular The X-Files to the many worlds of Star Trek (The Next Generation
onward), as well as Andromeda, Babylon 5, Firefly, Quantum Leap, Stargate Atlantis and
SG-I, among others. A chapter on each series includes essential production
information; a history of the series; critical commentary; and amusing, often
provocative interviews with overall more than 150 of the creators, actors, writers and
directors. The book also offers updates on each series’ regular cast members, along
with several photographs and a bibliography. Fully indexed.
Foreign Influence Feb 28 2022 Recruited as a field operative, Scot Harvath has just

returned from his first assignment abroad when a bombing in Rome kills a group of
American college students. The evidence points to a dangerous colleague from
Harvath's past and a plan for further attacks on an unimaginable scale.
Deadly Truth Apr 20 2021 Bartholomew Prentice, a long time friend of Angela and
Connor Shea is arrested for a murder he didn't commit. Connor, determined to prove his
friends innocence, enlists the services of a business associate from his past with
questionable methods and alliances. As Connor's investigation heats up, Bart is found
dead in his jail cell, and his wife is killed in her bed. Uncertain as to who he can trust,
Connor realizes that the danger is beyond the police's ability to help. Connor's only
choice is to put his family in harm's way in order to protect them. Time is quickly
running out, and Connor must take even greater risks in order to find who is
responsible before his decision costs his life and the lives of everyone he cares about.
Metadata Murders Nov 08 2022 Internet security expert, Benjamin Hackwell, has put his
life back together when he receives e-mail from his daughter, Caitline. Eager for any
communication from her, Ben watches in horror as Caitline stars in her own snuff flick.
Determined to find out if what he has seen is real, Ben discovers that all of Caitline's
bank accounts are closed, her phone is disconnected, and her whereabouts unknown.
Ben's investigation plunges him into the underworld of the dark Web where data is
hidden. The electronic information that identifies and furthers man's noblest ambitions
also can promote identity theft, virtual prostitution, and murder by remote control. The
metadata that surrounds that information and makes activities such as text messaging
and online banking possible can be manipulated to deceive, enslave, and destroy as
well. Metadata Murders is a saga of man's definition of what it means to be human.
Beyond his programming skill or knowledge of the Internet, Ben's quest challenges the
truth of human commitment. It tests whether man's love for others can triumph over the
basest aspects of our existence and bring true knowledge to light.
The Antelope Farm Aug 25 2021 The presidents friends, top advisors, and coconspirators are disappearing at an alarming rate. With the 2012 election just around
the corner, and with his key people nowhere to be found, the president is concerned
that, without them, he will lose his bid to serve another four years, thereby foiling his
efforts to destroy the United States from within. Only the organization known as WI-7
knows where they are. In an effort to destabilize the presidents re-election campaign,
the international anti-terrorist group not only kidnaps those people who are important to
the president, they also uncover a network of ultra-radical jihadists who are working
toward the violent overthrow of the United States. Book number eight in the Johnny
Skull series brings us even closer to present day. Johnny Skull and WI-7 are trying hard
to save the day and the USA. Spiaggi weaves a particularly gratifying fictional story. But
wait ... is there some truth hidden here? And a little blooming love story keeps it all
engrossing. Read it, youll love it! Mary Jones, Literary Consultant Ive come to love
Spiaggis characters. They are real, strong, cunning, and funny. And there are new and
compelling personalities in every book. Anthony Cantu, Literary Consultant Johnny
Skull and his friends do it again! Bravo! F. X. Quilici, Literary Consultant
Truth and Vengeance
May 22 2021 Angela Evans, now twenty four years old, has made
a point of staying away from romantic relationships; preferring to bury herself in
running her late husband's business empire. That is, until she meets billionaire, Connor
Shea. The news starts to fill with stories of a series of local murders as one of Angela's

family businesses also seems to suddenly be in jeopardy. Could her developing
relationship be just a coincidence? Before long, it is learned that Angela herself is on
the murder's hit list. When she goes missing, the rush is on to find her before she
becomes another victim of the crazed killer
Power Lust Jul 12 2020 With the election fast approaching, influential California State
Senator Max Johnson was behind in the polls and in desperate need of cash to jumpstart his campaign and sway the minds of voters. When a tragic accident on a Los
Angeles freeway provides diabolical insurance mogul, Adrian Fitch, with an opportunity
to circumvent the campaign contribution laws and funnel much-needed funds to him,
Max falls for the plan—a decision that would prove deadly. Young lawyer Tom Davidson
could not have anticipated what he was getting himself into when he took on his first
case. Things not taught in any law school class. You won't want to stop reading!
The Highwayman Oct 15 2020 A murdered child predator surfaces in a New Jersey bog.
Authorities in Pennsylvania and Ohio find more dead deviants days later as a vigilante
weaves a trail of orchestrated slaughter through states along Route 80 to California. FBI
Special Agents Patti Moreland and Nick Redmond track Internet predators in Chicago.
After a failed attempt on Redmond's life, the FBI thinks one of his past collars pulled the
trigger, but Moreland, a child-abuse survivor, believes otherwise. The young agent
hacks his laptop and decrypts a sexually charged chat transcript between Redmond and
a teenage girl logged hours before his shooting. Moreland learns of the murders in
other states and sees a connection to her partner. She can’t fathom Redmond being
like one of the men who scarred her life, and knows of only one way to disprove it: find
the killer.
Freaks Series Bundle
Oct 03 2019 Three of your favorite teenage cyborg heroine's
adventures in one eBook bundle: The Freaks Series Bundle is approximately 215,000
words and contains: Freaks of Greenfield High (Book One of the Freaks series), Freaks
in the City (Book Two), Freaks Under Fire (Book Three). Book One, FREAKS OF
GREENFIELD HIGH: With a covert organization hot on her trail, now’s so not the time
for a cyborg to fall in love and get all emotional! Jay’s a cyborg who looks just like a
normal teenage girl. She’s super-strong, super-smart, and she can even appear to age
like a human. When a covert organization intent on using Jay as a weapon comes after
her, she needs to find a place where she can blend in. Greenfield High seems perfect…
except that the boys all think she’s totally hot and keep hitting on her, and she has no
clue how to handle the attention. Who knew high school could be so perilous? To add
to her confusion Jay’s evolving—experiencing human emotions for the first time—and
her encounters with ex-jock-turned-outcast Tyler send her logical brain into a spin.
She’s just starting to get the hang of this girlfriend/boyfriend thing when her pursuers
track her down. Now’s sooo not the time for a cyborg to fall in love and get all
emotional! **Optioned for TV by Cream Drama, Inc., Canada; over 2 million reads on
Wattpad Book 2, FREAKS IN THE CITY: True love isn't a cakewalk when your girlfriend's
a cyborg! For Jay and Tyler, living together is… challenging—especially when the secrets
they’re keeping from Tyler’s family blow up in their faces. The last thing they need is
the ex-girlfriend from hell showing up on their doorstep. Nessa’s not exactly Jay’s
favorite human right now, but Tyler’s ex is destitute, and desperate for a place to stay
until the latest hot mess she’s embroiled in gets sorted. Besides, it’s better to keep
your enemies close, right? Sure enough, Nessa has designs on Tyler and a hidden

agenda. But discovering who is manipulating her behind the scenes isn’t easy, even for
a super-smart computer-savvy cyborg like Jay. Everything falls apart when a vulnerable
member of Tyler’s family is threatened, forcing Jay to confront a ghost from her past
who’ll stop at nothing to destroy her. And this time, the weapon he’s sent after Jay
really could be the death of her. Book 3, FREAKS UNDER FIRE: For a cyborg like Jay,
life was never going to be simple. Jay’s still reeling from her encounter with a rogue
cyborg assassin when she discovers she has a twin—a severely damaged Beta unit. Jay
is determined to find the Beta, and help her if she can. Now all she needs to do is
convince her boyfriend Tyler that it’s best for him to stay behind. But Jay’s not the only
one searching for her twin. With enemies who’ll stop at nothing, and Tyler and his
family caught in the crossfire, Jay’s life is about to get a whole lot more complicated…
and a whole lot more dangerous. Warning: Contains language and themes more suited
to older readers
Escaping the Giant Wave
Nov 03 2019 The Worst Vacation Ever! Thirteen-year-old Kyle
thought spending a vacation on the Oregon coast with his family would be great. He'd
never flown before, and he'd never seen the Pacific Ocean. One evening Kyle is left in
charge of his younger sister, BeeBee, while his parents attend an adults-only Salesman
of the Year dinner on an elegant yacht. Then the earthquake comes -- starting a fire in
their hotel! As Kyle and BeeBee fight their way out through smoke and flame, Kyle
remembers the sign at the beach that said after an earthquake everyone should go
uphill and inland, as far from the ocean as possible. Giant tsunami waves -- three or four
stories high can ride in from the sea and engulf anyone who doesn't escape fast
enough. Kyle and BeeBee flee uphill as a tsunami crashes over the beach, the hotel, and
the town. The giant wave charges straight up the hillside and through the woods where
the children are running for their lives. The perfect vacation has become a nightmare!
Somehow Kyle and BeeBee have to outwit nature's fury and save themselves from
tsunami terror.
The Code Apr 01 2022 The Code by K. M. Rutledge [--------------------------------------------]
Rebel Apr 08 2020 Nickolas Leader is born into a wealthy family in Michigan. While his
fathers side is from privilege, his mothers comes from the rough side of the tracks.
Nickolas spends a lot of time with his cousinhis mothers nephewand the two boys
become close. When his uncle falls victim to an economic plight young Nickolas begins
to see the predicament of a fleeting middle-class. After Nickolas graduates from college,
he feels more and more compelled to save the world from its lack of empathy. By now,
he has learned much about the undeniable injustices affecting his mothers family, while
his fathers family continues to enjoy the spoils of wealth. He puts himself in a position
of great power and influence, even developing a friendship with Giovanni Grimaldi a
powerful figure in military and political circles. With Grimaldis help, Nickolas creates a
persona for himself as a superhero named Rebel. Rebel will fight for future technologies
and resurrect the American Dream while battling corruption. To succeed, Nickolas
requires a small team of close confidants who will help him lead a revolution and
combat the injustices of the world. Are you ready to fight back?
The Village on the Plain
Jul 04 2022 The Village on the Plain: Auburn University,
1856-2006 tells the story of the founding of Auburn University as a small private college
and the tumultuous history of its growth and transformation into the complex institution
it is today.

Brad Thor Collectors' Edition #3
May 10 2020 An elegant hardcover boxed set including
The Last Patriot, The Apostle, and Foreign Influence, from #1 New York Times
bestselling author Brad Thor. “[Brad Thor] and Harvath are the real deal, and you
should accept no substitutes.” —BookReporter.com Both a must-have for any fan of
Brad Thor and the perfect introduction to his masterful thrillers, this handsomely bound
edition is one of four special Collector’s Editions, available now. Follow
counterterrorism operative and ex-SEAL Scot Harvath’s action-packed exploits, and
discover why Brad Thor has been called “America’s favorite author” (KKTX). THE LAST
PATRIOT June 632 A.D.: The prophet Mohammed shares a final and startling revelation.
Within days, he is assassinated. September 1789: Thomas Jefferson uncovers a
conspiracy that could change the face of Islam. Present day: Men still kill to keep the
secret hidden. When a car bomb explodes outside a Parisian café, counterterrorism
operative Scot Harvath is thrust back into the life he has tried desperately to leave
behind. In a race to uncover an ancient secret with the power to stop militant Islam,
Harvath will risk everything to reclaim Mohammed’s final revelation and defeat one of
the deadliest evils the world has ever known. THE APOSTLE Every politician has a
secret. And when the daughter of a politically connected family is kidnapped abroad,
America’s new president will agree to anything—even a deadly and ill-advised rescue
plan—in order to keep his secret hidden. But when covert counterterrorism operative
Scot Harvath is assigned to infiltrate one of the world’s most notorious prisons and free
the man the kidnappers demand as ransom, he quickly learns that there is much more
to the operation than anyone dares to admit. As the subterfuge is laid bare, Harvath
must examine his own career of ruthlessly hunting down and killing terrorists and
decide if he has what it takes to help one of the world’s worst go free. FOREIGN
INFLUENCE Buried deep within the black ops budget of the Department of Defense, a
newly created spy agency reports only to a secret panel of military insiders. Its job:
target America’s enemies—both foreign and domestic— under charter of three simple
words—Find, Fix, and Finish. When a bombing in Rome kills a group of American college
students, the evidence points to a dangerous colleague from Harvath’s past.
Leveraging this relationship to lure the suspect out of hiding, Harvath must destroy him.
But what if it is the wrong man? In Chicago a young woman is struck by a taxi in a hitand-run, and the family’s attorney uncovers a shocking connection to the Rome
bombing. Harvath must link together the desperate violence, and race to prevent one of
the most audacious and unthinkable acts of war in the history of mankind.
I Love You, Goodbye Nov 15 2020 Harrison Michaels is the president of a large
internation bank. Success and power came quickly to Harrison and he thrives on both.
Married to the perfect wife, Harrison seems to have it all. Harrison's only concern is an
investigation by the F.B.I. for alleged illegal money transfers of millions of dollars of
corporate funds held by the bank. Even this does not bother Harrison much as he
consider the F.B.I. only a mild irritant. Nor is Harrion bothered by the fact the corporate
funds are owned by the mob. Harrison is in control and no one can touch him.
Harrison's live takes a dramatic turn during a "business" trip to the Cayman Islands
when he is notified that his wife has died. Her death, first appearing to be an accident,
turns out to be murder. Harrison's problems increase when his secretary, Elizabeth
Blaine, is arrested and placed on trial for the murder. Harrison, while suffering the loss
of his wife, now faces a District Attorney who is determined to prove Harrison was

involved with his wife's murder, an F.B.I. agent trying to make "grade" on Harrison's
arrest, and the syndicate impatiently wanting return of their money before Harrison's
world crumbles. "I Love You, Goodbye" is an exciting story with a multitude of twists.
Its nonstop action will keep you riveted to every page as you witness Harrison Michaels'
live unravel seemingly out of control. 'I Love You, Goodbye" has love, deceit, greed,
betrayal and an ending you will not forget!
Entre Amis Jun 03 2022 The seamless articulation of vocabulary, grammar, activities
and cultural content is what makes ENTRE AMIS so effective in the classroom! ENTRE
AMIS is a performance-oriented program designed to expand students' interpersonal,
interpretive, and presentational communicative skills by presenting and rehearsing
situations similar to those they will encounter in real life. Based on a progressive
approach, ENTRE AMIS features thorough coverage of all four-language skills with a
strong emphasis on oral communication. The language presented and practiced is
always embedded in a French cultural context. The Sixth Edition of ENTRE AMIS has
been thoroughly updated and now incorporates the latest technology offerings,
including the iLrn Heinle Learning Center. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Revelations Jun 22 2021 Between the Fourth and Fifth Crusades there occurred a
lesser known but important Crusade. The Albigensian Crusade, launched in 1209, was
mounted to eliminate the “heretical” Christian Cathars of Occitania in the south of what
is now modern-day France. It was a decades-long struggle to extirpate both the Cathars
and the independence of southern France. Prior to the fall of Montsegur, the last bastion
of the Cathars, on the 12th of March 1244, legend has it that Cathar “treasure” was
spirited away from Montsegur. Was it gold, religious artifacts, or perhaps ancient
documents of great significance to the Catholic Church? The physical efforts required
in surreptitiously removing “treasure” from Montsegur, the mountain top fortress,
during a siege by the Pope’s army, dictates documents! Questions scream from the
corridors of time: What documents prompted a Crusade of Christians against
Christians? Who wrote them? What revelations do they contain? What happened to
them? And, why and by what means is the Roman Church now attempting to find the
parchments? How and why does the trail lead from the Middle East to the Languedoc
region of France, to the U.S. Military Academy at West Point, to Oxford University in
Great Britain, and finally to Rome where the documents are found in the Vatican’s
secret archives and translated. Executions of crimes including murder are revealed.
Plans for additional murders are revealed and foiled. A plan to stop the probable
distribution of the translated documents, if carried out successfully, will change
everything.
Long Before Dawn Dec 17 2020 An ancient vampire's lust for a human woman triggers a
battle between rival undead factions, with a small band of vampire hunters caught in the
middle.
The Dowling Family Jun 30 2019 After escaping from the courthouse parking lot,
Margaret Dowling was preparing for a short time in hiding. Then she planned on staying
out of the limelight while expanding her business. Her plans were foiled by the same
people who freed Marie and Delores, who were held hostage. She was returned to face a
sentencing for the second time. Prosecutor Natalie Morgan had successfully reversed

the previous plea of guilty by reason of insanity. There are many twists and turns that
will challenge the reader’s emotions. Fred Stockdale is at it again, stumbling onto other
crime scenes just by doing his job of bringing ambiance to his customers’ homes.
Attack on Camp David
Mar 08 2020 Camp David is the site for the long sought after
Mideast peace talks. The President and his family are at Camp David when it is attacked
by terrorists hell-bent on sabotaging the peace process. The terrorists want to kidnap
Laura Davidson, the Presidents daughter, to hold the peace process hostage. Lt. Alan
Lambrow and Laura barely escape the attack and are on the run. They are ruthlessly
pursued by terrorists with orders to capture Laura, or failing that, to kill her. Alan and
Laura cant phone in because they discover that the phone lines to the White House are
tapped. They are out of money and out of places to hide. In addition to the terrorists
hunting them, the FBI thinks the Lt. might be one of the kidnappers. An extraordinarily
fast-moving adventure, the storys unexpected ending will leave you breathless.
BETRAYED Sep 06 2022 A holiday on the Mexican Baja draws an unsuspecting
American student into the dark and terrifying white slavery trade that thrives just below
the glamorous surface of this high-end playground of the rich. The young girl's parents
are close friends of President Hunt who sanctions a covert CIA action to bring the
young lady home. Alec Caldwell is assigned the task, and in rescuing Katherine,
stumbles on a well organized drug smuggling operation linked to the kidnapping. Its
existence is unknown to the DEA. Fearing exposure of their ties to the illegal drug trade,
President Hunt and his Mexican counterpart conspire to have Caldwell disappear. A
daring military raid frees Alec who ultimately takes down both the assassin sent to kill
him, and the people who run the drug trade and who were planning to sell the young girt
to a Saudi buyer in payment for the drugs they were funneling up the Baja into the U.S.
President Hunt's betrayal of Alec brings a harsh response from the CIA. His misdeeds
have been well documented and a secret campaign is launched to expose this treachery
and unseat him. But the CIA's initial efforts fail. Hunt is ultimately taken down, but not
by the CIA. A person outside the agency with a personal vendetta is thought to be the
assassin. But she disappears and a worldwide manhunt ensues. Is the assassin a CIA
pawn? Does Alec remain with the CIA and go with Vanessa to Morocco on yet another
black ops assignment? Or does he return to Montana to the respectable lifestyle his
wife has planned for him? And, what does Alec mean when he toasts Vanessa with...
“Here's looking at you, Kid!”
Sedition May 02 2022
Angels Aug 13 2020 Angels: A Story about Fannie &Freddie, the President, Blackmail
and Murder THE NOVEL THAT SAYS GOD IS STILL IN CONTROL... NO MATTER WHO
LIVES IN THE WHITE HOUSE Matt Davidson's real estate company is being taken down
by the busted housing bubble and the economic crisis of 2009. As a prayerful believer
and ordinary family man, Matt has prayed for help to survive the economic downturn
and he is given a gift that lets him see into the spiritual world. The gift is the ability to
see angels and demons on earth. He can see them in the world, on television and in
photography. Matt sees patterns of demonic activity around certain politicians, some
more than others. He prays to find out why and for what purpose he has been given this
ability. This leads him on a spiritual mission and he is shown where evil forces lie in the
highest offices in American government. Matt is used, with the help and protection of
angels, to reveal an Iranian plot to control the American presidency. Matt remains

faithful and with the help of a fellow believer friend, they go to "seek out" the one who is
revealed to him to be at the center of the plan. Fast paced, romantic, political, intense,
funny, tender, dark and spiritual. John C. Bieber takes the reader from modern day
Valley Forge, to the New Jersey shore, Philadelphia, Washington DC, Paris, Monte
Carlo, on board Air Force One, Detroit, Tehran, New York City and into the White House.
The momentum builds and builds to a dramatic conclusion. Start reading this book
when you have some time, because - You will not be able to put it down!
When Shadows Fall
Jan 06 2020 Forensic pathologist Dr. Samantha Owens autopsies
the body of suicide victim Timothy Savage and discovers that he was murdered, but
also finds DNA from a kidnapped child whose remains were recovered years earlier.
One-Legged Geese
Oct 07 2022 The super-secret, international anti-terrorist
organization known as WI-7, is on a mission to eliminate a North America-based, Iransponsored network of jihadists. But the Iranian government and the Boston mafia are
on separate missions of their own; coincidentally, and incredibly, their independently
arrived-at missions are identical, and WI-7 is caught in the middle of an international
race to turn the world upside down. “Bravo! Another nail-biter. Johnny Skull and his
WI-7 team are on a mission to rid the United States of modern-day Nazis; an extremely
vigorous goal, indeed. But who in the American government is working against them?
Who in the underworld is working with them? “The prologue sets the stage, then events
happen at break-neck speed all the way to the end. It’s like watching a spy-thriller
movie. I wasn’t able to turn the pages fast enough! I didn‘t want it to end ... An exciting,
multi-plotted thriller. Timely, relevant, fast-paced, and thought provoking. It makes me
think about the way things might be if ...” Mary Jones, Literary Consultant
Flight of the Raptor
Jan 30 2022 A race against time to stop a supervirus genetically
engineered to depopulate the world. A Nobel Prize winning Russian virologist is
recruited by Libyan terrorists to engineer a supervirus, the Raptor, to depopulate the
planet. So the world's largest pharmaceutical company, Draco Pharmaceuticals,
employs an unlikely protagonists to save humanity. Gavin Alexander, a salesman in
central Missouri, must overcome an anxiety disorder to stop the terrorists. Dr. Ross
Hawks, a Native American research virologist at the company's research headquarters
in North Carolina, races against the clock to develop a drug capable of stopping the
Raptor virus. And then there's the President of the United States, Henry Knight, who is
embroiled in a tough reelection campaign. Will he take decisive steps himself, or will the
burden of rescuing humanity fall on the shoulders of Draco's star performers? Find out
by reading Flight of the Raptor.
West's Southern Reporter
Feb 16 2021
Wolf Pact: Escape from Captivity
Oct 27 2021 After rescuing abused siblings on a dark
Wisconsin highway, the Cossibye clan is catapulted headlong into a search for the
orphans' relatives and face off with a madman whose killing spree is claiming lives
almost daily. Jefferson, Reeny, Sebby and Sherry must rely on cunning and all of their
special powers to preserve the children's safety and return peace to the plush
countryside where they are commissioned to build a New Order, a species of shapeshifting humans who can walk on two legs or four and live comfortably in modern
society.
The Dyodyne Experiment
Nov 27 2021 A research team at Dyodyne Labs has developed
a remarkable new technology: a microscopic computer system with the ability to

secretly track people with pinpoint accuracy. The system, code-named DaNA, is
transmitted as a benign virus that passes the tracking system to all who come in
contact with its host. The government sees the system as the perfect way to track down
a criminal's accomplices, making it invaluable in bringing down the drug cartel. But
when the biggest terrorist attack in U.S. history devastates New York City, the
Department of Homeland Security orders the team to launch the untested system to find
those responsible. What they uncover is unthinkable-six nuclear bombs hidden in six
major cities. And the bombs, controlled by a powerful underground alliance, are part of
a much larger global conspiracy. As the team at Dyodyne rushes to track down the
terrorists holding the country hostage, they discover yet another threat: DaNA is
mutating and may be impossible to control¿
Overcome and Strive: Part I
Feb 05 2020 There's never a dull moment at New Kapington
High School. The students' test scores, the music programs, and the athletic program
are all outstanding, and the teaching staff is, for the most part, exceptional-although
some of them occasionally find themselves caught up in crazy controversies. Twentyfive-year-old English teacher Patricia Dooble is one of the cool faculty members.
Although her behavior and clothing are a bit risqué, students know they can trust her.
Another young teacher, Daniel Gardelo, runs a popular restaurant on the weekends. It's
mid-May, and everyone is just trying to make it to the end of the term. But soon the
school is embroiled in a series of wild events: a leaked sex video, an accidental
pregnancy, a school shooting, a suicide by fire, and a bomb threat. There's no telling
what will happen next. In this play as the school year winds down, teachers, students,
and community members experience a variety of shocks, scandals, and tragedies.
Mothers Don't Lie Jun 10 2020 A picture is worth a thousand words—and every one is a
lie in this gripping psychological suspense thriller. Laurie Miller is left in utter shock
when her husband vanishes without a trace, leaving her with a stack of bills she can’t
pay. As the lonely days stretch into weeks with no reappearance or body resurfacing,
the stay-at-home mom accepts a photography job from a former sorority sister, and
current Instagram sensation, and returns to her Milwaukee roots—and the trauma she
thought she’d escaped. Her college days left her with scars no camera can capture, and
Laurie’s old OCD coping mechanisms creep in as she navigates the frightening new life
of single motherhood. But becoming a personal photographer to a popular InstagramMom is helping Laurie provide for her daughter like any good mother should. She just
never expected her daughter to become the center of so much attention. As the world of
celebrity influencers feed her insecurities, Laurie realizes she’s not only lost her
husband but now is losing the love of her only child. Arguments ensue. Accidental
injuries surface. Allegations of neglect and endangerment are flung her way. But when
Laurie’s daughter goes missing, a twisted scheme thrusts the past into the glaring light
of the present. And this time, her daughter’s life is at stake. Bestselling domestic noir
author Jo Crow invites you to hunt for the truth in this shocking psychological thriller
with gripping suspense and a breathtaking twist that will keep you up at night...
The Bomber Sep 25 2021 The Bomber By: Rex W. Shuey, Jr. Our two private
investigators, Alex Luke and Jake Frost, are back and the action starts immediately with
the destruction of a small bookstore, the disappearance of the manager, and the
bombing of his home, leaving Jake injured and in the hospital. But that is just the
beginning. Clues left from a copy of Edgar Allan Poe’s “Murder in the Rue Morgue”

pilot Luke and Frost on a treasure hunt for millions in confiscated diamonds. It isn’t
long before the streets are running red in blood. Bombings, treachery, murder, and Nazi
war crimes are but a few of the obstacles that Luke and Frost must overcome. Then
drag in a couple of disgruntles thugs, along with a sexy female drug lord and some
additional twists, culminating in a surprise ending that will leave you rocking on the
edge of your seat and begging for more. Sprinkle in a number of twists, bombings, and
direction changes that will keep you mystified and entertained, turning pages to reveal
the shocking ending. The Bomber is a chilling and compelling page-turner of suspense
and terror, with a smidgen of love thrown in. It is a riveting thriller that you will not soon
forget.
Everyday People Sep 01 2019 Film star Diana Danning hires private eye Clint Steele to
find her son, Shane, after he vanishes like smoke in the night. LAPD Captain Hal Flynn
suspects Shane disappeared by choice; until Clint and Diana receive a late-night call
from Jud Tucker, the most under-the-radar serial killer since Patrick Bateman. Tucker
demands five million dollars within twenty-four hours, or nobody will ever find Shane's
body. With no time to lose, Clint turns to his former West Point barracks mate and best
friend, Mars Hauser, to lend his cyber espionage and digital black ops skills to the case.
As Clint, Mars, and Captain Flynn race against time to rescue Shane and bring Jud
Tucker to justice, their greatest threat may be much closer than they know.
Managing Stress
Aug 01 2019 This is a comprehensive approach to honouring the
integration, balance and harmony of mind, body, spirit and emotions. This holistic
approach guides readers to greater levels of mental, emotional and physical well-being.
Passing Through Brandiss
Mar 20 2021 After the tragic loss of her husband, Annie and
her young son search for a new life full of meaning and hope. Fate nudges Annie into
the arms of a man whose wife disappeared with his child years ago. Annie’s life spins
out of control when first the pregnant teenager she hires to help her with her garden
asks Annie to adopt her baby and shortly afterwards the long-lost wife of the man Annie
loves reappears. Riddled with grief and heartache, the experiences demonstrate how,
even in the face of overwhelming sorrow, opening her heart and home to those most in
need of love has reaped unexpected joy for Annie and her son.
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